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THE CRYSTAL RECORDS 
Times of Change

Our crystal grid at the 
gallery today is in 
honor of Shilo Krista, in 
carrying on her 
tradition, and wishing 
her well on her new 
journeys. 


It is also a butterfly to 
represent 
metamorphosis and 
change. We at the 
gallery, are sending 
peace to all beings. 


It is getting darker 
earlier and we are 
having crisper mornings with beautiful autumn sunrises. Leaves are 
falling from their branches until the trees are barren. This is a good time 
to shift our focus and turn inward and to reflect on what seeds of 
change we want to plant within our own souls for the coming year. 
Longer nights mean more chance for dreaming and a good time to pay 
attention to your dreams for symbols and messages. It can also be a 
time to connect with family and loved ones. 


Now is the season to embrace new changes and open our hearts and 
minds to the healing energies that we can draw upon. A good time to reach out to your 
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1. Hand Sanitizer 

2. Face Covering 

3. Social Distancing 

4. Four person in 
store maximum

COVID19 Checklist

Lepidolite, fluorite, 
chalcopyrite, carnelian, 
garnet, amethyst, 
tourmaline and orange 
kyanite grid.
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neighbor or check in with an old friend. A time to set aside differences and see what 
connects us more than what separates us. 


Please come into the gallery to see what crystals we are working with, and what we 
recommend to help guide you to a deeper connection with self and others. 


Mineral of the Month: Grape Agate

Our crystal of the month is Grape Agate! It is 
named that because it looks like a bunch of 
grapes! This beautiful mineral is a new find (2016) 
and is a druzy botryoidal chalcedony found in the 
Mamujo area, near the western coast of Sulawesi, 
an island of Indonesia. Grape Agate is a trade 
name for purple aggregates of tiny quartz clusters 
with a spherical (botryodial) habit. 


However some feel the name “amethyst” better 
honors mineralogical and gemological definitions. 
Colors range from dark purple to a light lilac and 
sometimes they are included with Chlorite which 
causes a rare blue or green hue. 


Grape Agate is a powerful intuitive stone that activates and links the crown and third eye 
chakras together. This stone helps one activate one’s psychic abilities and assists in the 
understanding of dreams. We recommend placing this stone at your bedside each night to 
allow the powerful energies of this stone to work while you sleep. One’s dreams will 
become more controllable and the images within them will become more clear. with the 
longer nights, it is good to keep a dream journal by your bed to instill the intention to help 
yourself with dream recall. 


Grape Agate is said to promote mental clarity and vividness, linking the dream realm and 
real world together. Meditating with this stone repeatedly will help one easily transition 
between realms and live each day at a higher frequency, helping to connect to the higher 
self, in the most pure and loving form of who we truly are. When we are present for 
ourselves, we can be present for others which is so important during these times of 
transition.
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New For November: Beautiful Sphere Stands

Sacred Geometry ascribes symbolic and sacred meanings to certain geometric shapes. It is 
associated with the belief that God is the geometer of the world. We have a beautiful new addition of 
sphere stands with 3D geometric patterns in the gallery. This can assist in raising the vibration of any 
kind of crystal sphere you are working with and help to enhance the energies of any intention willfully 
set when working with spheres and Sacred Geometry. Come by today to see our beautiful selection 
of Lemurian spheres and our new elegant wooden sphere stands.
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